
Next Fda Commissioner
Will Robert Califf become the next FDA commissioner? That speculation was triggered yesterday
when the Duke University cardiologist was named deputy. F.D.A. Commissioner Leaving After
Six Years of Breakneck Changes One of the longest-serving commissioners at the agency, Dr.
Hamburg was nominated by President Obama and confirmed by the Senate in 2009. Go to the
next story.

FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg is set to step down,
according to Reuters, weeks after appointing a deputy many
believe to be her hand-picked.
The FDA announced today that Duke University cardiologist Robert Califf will be the next FDA
Deputy Commissioner for Medical Products and Tobacco. Dr. Margaret A. Hamburg,
commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, has 26) · Will Duke's Robert Califf
Become the Next FDA Commissioner? Following Commissioner Margaret Hamburg's
announcement that she is to leave FDA in March, Jill Wechsler looks at her achievements and
considers the new.
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The commissioner's job at the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
is coming open at the end of March. FDA Commissioner Margaret
Hamburg,. Outgoing FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg on Federal
Drive with Tom Temin But her tenure as FDA commissioner wasn't
always smooth sailing. years in Afghan kickback scheme Next Story IRS
declares enough is enough for hiring.

It has been a privilege to serve as your FDA Commissioner for almost six
years. So it is with very mixed emotions that I write today to inform you
that I plan to step. FDA commissioner Dr. Margaret A. Hamburg FDA's
Chief Scientist Dr. Stephen “Since joining the agency in 2013, and most
recently serving as FDA's Chief Previous Story 4 steps toward a better
hiring process Next Story Obama's pick. FDA Commissioner Hamburg to
Step Down After Six Years Is Hope Next? Stephen Ostroff, the FDA's
chief scientist, will be acting commissioner.
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Dr. Margaret Hamburg, who as
commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for almost six years has
overseen public health initiatives ranging.
When Peter Pitts met cardiologist Robert Califf, he was struck by two
thoughts: “Red hair, red moustache,” says Pitts, who was then an
associate commissioner. Dr. Robert Califf, vice chancellor for clinical
and translational research, has been appointed the next deputy
commissioner for Medical Products and Tobacco. She is one of the
longest-serving FDA commissioners in recent times. Stephen Ostroff,
MD, the FDA's chief scientist, will fill the commissioner's Next Page.
Stephen Ostroff, the FDA's chief scientist, will be acting commissioner
until a hard to step back and reflect on what it is that I might want to do
next,” she said. After serving nearly 6 years as head of the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), Margaret Hamburg has announced that she
will step down. In an e-mail. Last week U S Food and Drug
Commissioner Dr Margaret Hamburg announced she would step down at
the end of March Hamburg one of the longest serving.

Week ahead: Senate has next move on cures. FDA Commissioner
Hamburg to step down The FDA is now moving to impose rules on e-
cigarettes.

era that can't be the framework that we use," the FDA Commissioner
said. need for new thinking when it comes to next-generation sequencing
technologies.

Califf is already set to become deputy commissioner at the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) next month. Now sources familiar with the



process tell TIME he.

Many had high hopes for the FDA when Margaret Hamburg was
confirmed as at Duke University, as the next FDA Deputy Commissioner
for Medical Products.

Hamburg, one of the longest-serving FDA commissioners, supervised
various public health initiatives such as tobacco control, food safety and
drug approvals. Ostroff next spoke to FDA's Expanded Access program.
Earlier this year, FDA streamlined the application procedures for
expanded access, and last week,. Former FDA Commissioner Dr. David
Kessler might testify for the plaintiff in coming days in a lawsuit against
Johnson & Johnson that is being heard. However, insiders believe Dr.
Robert Cahill of Duke University will be chosen as the next FDA
commissioner. Dr. Hamburg recently appointed him to be.

Dr. Hamburg, the commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), will recused (disqualified) herself from working on an upcoming
amalgam rule. Food and Drug Administration Commissioner Dr.
Margaret Hamburg in a photo taken last May. Hamburg, who has been in
the top FDA job for nearly six years. FILE - FDA Commissioner Dr.
Margaret A. Hamburg poses for a portrait before a newsmaker interview
at the Associated Press in Washington, in this May 30.
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FDA Commissioner to Retire in March. WebMD Home next page 5, 2015 -- U.S. Food and
Drug Commissioner Margaret Hamburg will retire.
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